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IECONOMICS STUDENT
President Of Western
BOYS WIN FINAL
APPROVES OF THE
Speaks at Wa,t erloo College I
BASKETBALL GAME
LEADERSHIP LEAGUE
On the evening of Tuesday, Feb j
Join the "Leadership League."
28. 1939 the Waterloo Colle e b3.s- ~reserve Democracy by demanding
ketball team handed the We3tern that you as citizens of Canada m ust
"Meds" aggregation a crushing de- have the right to govern. G overn feat The previous game L
, ~:r.ent is by the peopl e if they dehad resulted in a victory for the :nand from their representatives in
Meds by the score of 32-j'l.
parliament the fulfilment of their
This year marks the fifth anni- i Last week Vl!aterl'l~ eve~"~ c~ore
wishes.
versary of t h e Waterloo College In - by whipping their rivals 24-12.
What is the function of governvitation Games which are held anThere was plenty of a~tion al ment? Government is merely the
nually. Woodside Park, Kitch ener, through the game with th' w~te •·'
machinery and process whereby a
will again be the scene of the ac-~ team worth every point that it 3tate exercises control over its peotivities. The date is Saturday, May scored. Tailby with 17 points. Bae1z :;Jle. Furthermore, government is an
6th.
! with 5 and Neudoerffer with 2 points :expression of the united will of the
From the success of the last four did aJI the scoring for Waterloo.
: people. Any government must have
1
meets, from the increased enthusAll the boys on the W e1terJ o t~ ·
the support of the majority of peoiasm shown by participants in the looked good on the floor with "Nip- pie whom it governs, or in time it
events, and the entries which have per" Neeb outstanding Ior his b
will be replaced by some other form
increased rapidly from year to year, liant attacks and clever handlin:; ,J of government. A democratic govthere is every indication t h at, unl ess the ball.
j ernment, quoting Abraham Lincoln
unforeseen difficulties develop, th ey
This brilliant triu · ph 'o'" ~ · 1 is a government "of the people, by
w ill attain success in 1939.
College B asketball T "-,·1 ·s a fit •1
the people and for the people." We.
Over the fo u r -year p er iod, th e wind-up to the bril i'"l' a•1·~ ·~; ~ the people, then can claim the
number of athle t es w h o p art icipa t ed cessful season it has c::joyeJ.
; right to govern.
in the Games h as mounted from 150
i
T here has been too much loyalty
DR. FOX
to 260, an increase of approxim ately
to partyism rather than to disWaterloo College students were seventy-four per cent. T he n u mber
cretion in electing t h e most capable
privileged yesterday afternoon to of entries ~ent to the .secretary of
ATH ENA~H
1. 1" ~ \
states~an. Too many C~nadians
hear Dr. Sherwood Fox, president the Inv1tatwn Games m 1938 was
,t:J !Ifl
~ 1 are L1berals or Conservatives beof Western University of London, 292.
__ _
cause their fathers and grandfathen
speaking on the principles of educaThis year invitations will be sent
"To be able to think and read were. While these two parties have
to sixty or more schools in the area critically," were the words in which stcod for democracy, they have
tion.
'd
t tl h
designated as Central Western On- the Reverend Dr Hinds oummed up failed to cope satisfactorily with
.
.
·~
· Dr. F ox sa1 we cons an y ear
'h
. .
f d
t·
tano. The chairmen of all the com- the benefi ts of a h iahpr education our problems of unemplovment.
stresse d , e pnnc1p1es o e uca wn. 1, .
·
,_
.
"
·
.
th
. .
f h' h
I m1ttees have been elected by the in his address to th
i~·cm bers of taxes, ra1lways, defense, develop e pnnc1p1es o
1g er 1
•
•
,
-Sorne t 1mes
education are taken too much for student body. W1thm a week tne the Athenaeum Society en F eb- 1 ment of our resources and the re.
th t
.
executive will meet and choose ruary 23 Dr Hinds related a num- duchon of public debt, but continue
gran t e d an d th e 1ssues
a are 1n.
·
·
•
·
. .
,
members to augment the vanous ber of interesting and humorous in- to waste the1r hme and the peoples
volved are overlooked.
. t
ft
th
. .
committees. Then they will get cidents in connection wiih. his d 8 ys money on patronage and petty
e p1 1gnms
.
.
.
.
'· ·
'
.
S1x een years a er
down to serwus busmess m anh- as a post graduate student at E''inContmued on Page 7
.
.
·
~·~
1an d e d a t Pl ymou th R oc k a co11 ege
was founded . Mentioning other CJpatwn of the Games.
burgh University. and ah: ;efnrcd ,
early colleges, he said that these
INVITATI ON GAMES
I to c:rtai~ obserYations th:,t he made
institutions had some definite funcCOMMITTEE 1939
J durmg h1s travels throughout Germany in 1935.
The Senior class is endeavouring
tion to perform in society. He illusChairman: Wilton E rnst.
STUDENT LIFE DIFFERS
1 to produce the
play, "A Damsel in
trated by contrasting them with
Secretary: John Harper.
He describ ed Edinburgh Univer- Distress," by Ian H ay and P. G .
Eskimos and North American In Treasurer: P aul Eydt.
sity as a "clearing hcuse of stud- Wodehouse. It is a rather difficult
dians who had done nothing to
The conveners of the sub-commit.
.
..
ents" and a "meltmg rot of 1deas play to produce, but we expect tha t
further education.
tees are as follows:
.
. . ·.
.
.
.
because of the many n8tlonahhes 1t w1ll turn out a success. There 1s
Meet: Alvm B aetz.
A situation is created compelling
.
.
that are represented ::1mong the a great deal of humour and com professors of all faculties to be conFmance:
, 'fl. eren t v1ew·
· th
e d y 1n
· e p 1ay w h'1ch w1·11 a ppeac·
. . Sally
. Schm1dt.
s t u d en t s. T'nc: many O.i
stantly in a huddle regarding the
Pubhc1ty: Chfton Monk.
. t s tl1a t c;rc cxprescect, causes eac h ;· t o everyone. Th e cas t a t presen t 1~
·
pmn
Entertainment: Fred Neudoerffer.
.
, ..
policies of the curriculum. T here
. student to develop an mdcp endency gammg tremendous pleasure from
is no curriculum that is absolutely
Banquet: Margaret Pietsch.
I of JU
. d gmen t . t h e e ff rc t o f w h'1c h 1s
· • re h earsa 1s, w h'1ch augurs we 11 f o.
right, the speaker said. The one that
shown in some of H: ~ cus toms. For the success of the production.
comes closest to dealing satisfacexample it is the prcctice of the 1 The play is slated to be presente. ·
torily with education's aims is that
students during a lectu re to applaud to the public on Tuesday, April
with a social and educational m oif they approve of what the pro- 18th, with a trial performance in El
tive. Society is built upon love of
fessor has said, and to shuffle their mira on Saturday, April 15th. The
tranquility, peace and love of one's
feet if they disappr:ve.
Kitchener-Waterloo Collegiate Aud
neighbor. If we bear these things
I n case you sh oul d ever find it
HITLER A WOIT.i-D THREAT
itorium has been procured . for thr:
in mind we can get some. p~actical necessary (for strictly business purDuring the timo. whieh he spent former date , and committees hav
guidance toward the bmldmg up poses) to contact any member on in Germany Dr. Hinds said that he been formed to look after the var1

FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF
INVITATION GAMES TO
BE HELD ON MAY 6TH

i

I

DR. HINDS ADDRESSES :
Sri I·.)
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While people like you and I are being methodically slaughtered in the cities of Spain and China, we learn with fear that
one country has ten thousand fighting planes-that another country can build three hundred bombers a month-and so on, without any apparent end . Our ears are constantly assailed by talk
of a futur e "war in the air" or as Beverley Baxter has so aptly
phrased it: "Mass murder of civilians."
Military chieftains spend days in argument over the debatable ability of a bombing-plane to sink a battleship-over the
number of pursuit-planes required to shoot down a bomberover the number of city blocks that can be laid waste by one incendiary bomb-over ... but there must be an end to this madness at last!
The "Kitty Hawk's" first uncertain hop was humanity's longest single stride into a brilliantly-illumined future.
The modern war-plane, placed as it is in the service of
medieval minds, betrays for all its technical perfection, the halting progress of human wisdom.
Just now we owe a heavy debt to the aeroplane. What its
ultimate obligation toward the human race may be we cannot
tell. Rest a ssured-it will be a staggering sum.
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EDITORIAL
We note with interest that the "Daughters of the American
Revolution" denied to Marian Anderson, the great colored contralto, the right to give a recital in their Washington headquarters which, ironically enough, they designate as Constitution Hall.
Two years ago the management of Toronto's huge Royal
York Hotel displayed a similar unappreciation of the true meaning of human brotherhood by refusing to admit Miss Anderson
to the hotel's main dining room.
During the past three years American fight fans have demonst:r;ated their willingness to witness heavyweight boxing bouts in
which a colored, semi-illiterate fighting-machine methodically
pummels his white opponents into a state of unconsciousness.
In view of this it seems all the more difficult to extenuate the
churlish conduct of people supposedly capable of appreciating the
finest in art.
_......,
These two nasty incidents cast a sad reflection over our
empty pretensions to tolerance and sophistication. It is to be
hoped that, in this case at least, history shall never repeat itself.
BOON TO HUMANITY?
The mighty genius of Leonardo da Vinci was unequal to one
task-the construction of a successful flying-machine. Disappointed by years of fruitless effort, Leonardo left the development of aeronautics to future ages and proceeded to create the
Mona Lisa. We may safely, nay gladly, entrust da Vinci's immortality to mankind's continued appreciation of his masterly
portrait of Woman-provocative, lovely, eternal. The gentle
Leonardo's failure to invent a practical aeroplane, long before
the day of the gasoline engine, does not detract from his greatness. Rather, it has spared his godlike genius the responsibility
of having discovered that, which in the hands of meaner men, is
fast becoming the scourge of civilization.
The accelerated tempo of modern life provides ample justification for the present highly-developed state of commercial
aviation. Only the aeroplane can keep pace with the rapidlywidening scope of man's intellectual and economic activities.
Nor can one compute the number of lives saved, in times of danger and ·distress, through the agency of the aeroplane. In fact,
as the account now stands, the whole civilized world finds itself
deeply in its debt.
How is this obligation to be liquidated? Let us see.
The distressing number of lives lost each year in flying
mishaps of one sort or another may be regarded as a small payment on account. This is only the first item. Let us look further.
There is a five-year-old girl living in Toronto, who is reduced to abject terror by the sound of an aeroplane motor. · Whenever a flying-machine passes overhead, this tot creeps trembling
under her bed. Not until the dreadful staccato has died away will
she venture forth-pale and shaking with fear. All this, mind
you, is despite of her having been home from China for over
eleven months. Is it to the terrifying of prattling children that
heroic men have devoted their lives and fortunes to the perfection
of the aeroplane? Has humanity invested years of unstinting
physical and mental effort in an enterprise whose pay-off is to
be universal death, destruction and misery? To our enduring
shame we today cannot return a firm "no" to this question.
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Food for thought: "A little educa-

"A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS"
Continued from Page 1
ious necessities that go to make :1
play a success.
THE CAST
The responsibility for the leading
parts of the play has fallen to
Helen
Nairn,
Elva
Wildfong,
Carla Boehmer,
Jack Harper,
Jack Blinkhorn, Dave Dooley and
Fred Neudoerffer. The cast for "A
Damsel in Distress" is a rather large
one, and at present we see the need
of several extra actors and actresses to play bit parts. The director
would be glad to have some help in
this respect, so that any who are
not in the cast at present will be
welcomed in offering their services for such parts as footmen, visitors, etc.
For further information concerning the play we advise that you see
the following issues of the Cord.

London, Canada
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DEGREES GRANTED: B.A., B.Sc., LL.B., M.A., M.Sc.,
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In addition to the usual General and Honour Arts
Courses offered at most universities attention is called to
the following specialties:
1. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION COURSE: A five-year
Honour Course containing at least three years of special
training in economics and business. This course is open to
men only. Special provision is made for graduates of any
university in other than Business Courses.

at college,

2. SECRETARIAL SCIENCE COURSE: Not more than
fifteen registrations are permitted in the second year. An
attractive and interesting course for young women who
desire to procure a B.A. degree and at the same time prepare themselves for positions as private secretaries, etc.
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--Mr. Landeryou from out west has
defined "flappers" as "young" girls
who use cosmetics and articles of
that kind. Gosh, I didn't know there
were that many of them!
--When a poor man does things
that you think a normal man would
not do, he is crazy; when a rich man
does them, he is eccentric. The difference between being crazy and
eccentric is that the eccentric man
has more money.
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4. BACHELOR OF SCIENCE COURSE FOR NURSES:
Length of course-five calendar years-one and one-half
years in the Faculty of Arts, thirty-two continuous months
in a Training School for Nurses. The final year is spent in
the Faculty of Public Health.

TIME IS VALUABLE
"Know the true value of time; snatch, seize and en.i oy every moment of it. No idleness, no laziness,
no procrastination: never put off till to-morrow
what you can do today."
Earl of Chesterfield.
Letter to his son, Son 26, 1749.

This advice is as effective today as it was in 17 49.
And may we add that life insurance is one of the
things that should be acquired as early in life as possible, procrastination in obtaining necessary protection is always unwise.
Endowments, Limited Life and Pension
Policies, for students and teachers are available from this company, together with all
other modern life insurance plans.

5. A PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING COURSE of one year
is offered to graduate nurses.
lA bank where small accounts
are welcome"

MONTREAL
blished 1817

)0

6 SIX-YEAR COURSE IN MEDICINE: For entrance to
this course Pass Junior Matriculation and Honour Matriculation in English, Mathematics, Physics and French are required. The attractive features of the Medical Course are
the clinical facilities provided, the personal attention given
to students and the thorough preparation for medical practice. The records made by graduates in the Council Examinations and in their professional careers in after years
should ~atisfy the most exacting requirements of the medical profession.
For further particulars with reference to matriculation
standards, courses of study, scholarships, etc., write:-

K. P.R. NEVILLE, Ph.D., Registrar.
OUNTS
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Waterloo, Ontario.

Kitchener Office- Telephone 3311
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THE POPULAR LOVE-SONG
This little article makes no attempt to compare the popular love
song with the great love songs of
the nineteenth century.
I say "attempt" advisedly because
such a comparison would be nothing better than a sickly joke. I shall
set this popular idol "quarely upon
its feet, and you, de2r 1 eaders, shall
judge whether these feet be of brass
or clay.
One of the more obvious weaknc<ses of the popular love song is
its m2nner of p1esentation. It presents no difficulties which would
bar the mediocre c.nd the vocally
unfit from attempting its rendition.
It is successively shrieked, squealed,
moaned. wbbed. and quavered, over
thou.'.and microphones. It is sung
on key. off key. quickly, slowly,
~ oulfully, or ga'ly as the whim of
the performer dictates. Nobody respects its feeling-- -s uch as they are.
Everybody intere: ted pounces upon
the poor weak thing, seizes it
roughly by a stray Vieni, Bela,
<'

Boop-a-doop or what have you, and
whirls it madly around till not a
vestige of its former shape remains.
The young lady hums it on her
way to work. Her escort moos it
tenderly into her ear that same
evening at the dance.
Then when this "to divine," "simply adcrablc," and "absolutely thrilling" piece of non~ense has run the
gamut of a million larynxes it is
quietly guillotined and buried in
Potter's Field.
It is with some distaste that I
approach the task of considering
briefly tho~e travesties on good
.2"rc'mmar and good taste which our
l"ds and lassies choose to call sweet
lyrics.
The modern song hit folio is a
marvel to behold; for in it is concentrated more grammatical garbage
than is present in the speech of a
t\vJ months' immigrant. Two tendencies >·truggle here for the upper hand-that to vulgarity and that
to senselessness. Naturally the fight
is even between two such well-reprcsented factions as we find in the
folio.
The sight of an adult male attired
in evening clothes earnestly delivering himself of incoherent,
··Hay-Nonny-Nonnies," "Boo-Hoos,"
and "Hot-Cha-Chas," in apaprently
endless streams is, believe me, a revolting one. It causes one to grow

V. W. Berdux
CHOICE FRESH AND CURED
MEATS
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CLEANLINESS - QUALITY
SERVICE

PHONE 513
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be proud of the fact that a Cana- 1,--------------1
dian orchestra, conducted by our
In
own Mr. Geoffrey Waddington, was
Ki tch1etn'ser
r
able to broadcast over the facilities
of the Canadian Broadcasting ComV I\.
pany's network an hour's program
f ' r"
For
of music understood and appreMen's Wear
ciated by cultured people the world
over.
Compliments of
heaped-up earth.
While lacking the technical finThough eloquence was lacking ish of such great professional orchthese melodious ugh-ughs (or may- estras as the Boston Symphony or
Funeral Directors
be bella bellas) bespoke a real de- th N
y k Ph"lh
·
th
votion. Our hirsute Lothario did not
e
ew
or
1 armomc,
e
and
Winnipeg Symphony put into its
Waterloo 5c to $1.00 Store
waste the grunts reserved for lov- performance of masterpieces ranging expression on unholy ridicule ing from Bach, the original master,
and ill-chosen jests. But we, today, to Sibelius, the modern, that honwith more sweet words at our com- esty of interpretation and seriousmand than modern song-scribblers ness of purpose which amply
Fresh Meats and Sausage
apparently suspect) see fit to assail atones for a few technical errors.
the ears of one and all with floods
Phones
From the lovely pianissimo open1061
1060
of inconceivably maudlin trash.
ing of the sprightly "Merry Wives
74A
William
St.
Waterloo
We C~lOose to feed our youn~er [ of Windsor" to the last sombre
generatiOn upon unwholesome trlpe 1 notes of "Finlandia," this concert
when caviar may just as easily be j must have been a source of untheirs. No one is out of range of alloyed pleasure to those interested
t~ose oral cannons spewing forth in the future of serious music in
MEN'S WEAR SHOP
lme upon line _of English so dis- ~ Canada.
arranged and distorted as to read
Phone 80{
84
King
St. S.
like some fantastic tale from nightSchumann's Piano Concerto in A
mareland where those who eat too Mmor-a work before whose magWATERLOO
much are wont to visit for a spell. nificence mere adjectives are helpBut why continue to point out less, was the "big" item on the prothe obvious? When the seductive gram. The writer had heard this
melody is removed and this senti- concerto performed on Sunday,
Staple and Fancu
mental slush appears in cold type February 19, _by a young Spanish
without benefit of a moaning croon- virtuoso,
(w1th an unspellable
DRY GOODS
er, strident trumpet, or sobbing sax, name), accompanied by the New
Phone 444
2 King St. South
its utter absurdity becomes appar- York Philharmonic Orchestra. This
WATERLOO
ent • to even the most fanatic de- performance while practically letvotee of this strange cult, dedicated ter-perfect, did not impart nearly
to perverting the age-old aphorism the satisfaction obtained from a
into "Music Hath Charms to Seethe reading of the same Opus by Mr.
Compliments of
the Savage Breast."
Gordon MacLean, a Canadian pianMaple Lane Dairy
ist, supported by the Winnipeg
Symphony.
Call Waterloo 856 or
MUSIC APPRECIATION
You ask, "What has all this to do
Stop at 114 King N., Waterloo
with making me like good music?"
For some time now the writer of
The answer is very simple.
this column has been contemplatOne of the first things the wouldMiller's Taxi
ing the contribution, each month,
of a few words on the subject of be music enthusiast must realize is
and Service Station
that musicians are not necessarily
music appreciation.
Four
Heated Cars
eccentric, long-haired people with
24 Hour Service
The difficulties attendant upon
foreign names. An appreciation of
Phone 220
King St. at William
the adequate treatment of this subthis fact is very necessary if one
Waterloo
ject by the pen of a musical amais going to understand that good
teur are, as you doubtless appremusic is not some remote, terrifying
ciate, many and varied. It is his
thing but rather a universal inmodest hope that you will treat
R. E. Hahn
tensely human medium of artistic
with kindness the obvious shortexpression.
Superior
Chain Grocer
comings of one who, while but inFree
Delivery
differently qualified by experience,
LOCAL PIANIST TO GIVE
is acutely aware of the worth and
Phone 1100
37 King St. N.
RECITAL AT COLLEGE
magnitude of the subject upon
Waterloo
which he presumes to speak to you.
Your Athenaeum Society execuThe writer feels that if, through the
medium of these articles, only so tive is pleased to announce that Mr.
The Dominion Linseed
Schlenker,
well-known
much as one more disciple can be Erhardt
Oil Company
added to those already large num- Kitchener pianist, is to give a recital
at
our
April
13th
Athenaeum
meetBaden.
Toronto. Owen Sound,
bers of people who love good music,
Winnipeg, St. Boniface
he will have been amply recom- ing.
Feeds and Rolled Oats
It is some years since Waterloo
pensed for the work involved in
preparing this column every month. College has been privileged to hear
On the evening of March 7, 1939, Mr. Schlenker and we are thereWHITE STAR
the writer had the extreme good fore especially gratified to announce
fortune to make the acquaintance, his forthcoming recital.
Further details along with the
E. MARTZ, Prop.
via the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, of the Winnipeg Symph- complete program to be played by
Courteous Service-Sanitary
Mr. Schlenker will be given in the
ony Orchestra.
Methods
April issue of the Cord.
Opp. Post Offi.ee, Waterloo
All of us, as Canadians, may well
faint, and to feel the hairy hand of
his jungle ancestor grasp his own.
That brotherly clasp returns one to
the days when mastodons were
plentiful and mankind spoke in
monosyllables. To the days when
hairy Romeo's poured forth their
souls in heartfelt grunts, and
banged like mad on drums of
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Quehl's Meat Market
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L. R. Detenbeck
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L. J. KLOPP

Barber Shop
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THE CO-EI
Have you noticed the unusual pensiveness of Sally, Betty and Els~
lately ? They have been deeply engrossed in a thrilling new novelbut we don't think it deals with
History or English 48.
What's the matter with Ralph
He's all right-at least our cap
tain and manager think so!
Was it church, the show, or Vc
that induced Elsa to brave the weather one Wednesday night?
There are so many Sir Galahad•
teds, to you) running around her
now, that we don't know what t~
make of the situation. So eager t1
serve-cokes.

WANT-AD COLUMN
<Subject to change without notice.)
Lil-A new romance like the ole
romance.
Elva-A Chinaman with a rest.
aurant.
Helen-Someone to love me wiU
not so much competition or some,
thing.
Elaine-A nice little roadster f01
Jimmy (to drive himself to thl
skating rink).
Florence-A suit of armour-jus!
in case Harp gets rough.

AFTERNOON TEAS RESUMED
Thursday, Feb. 23, marked thE
LE CERCLE FRANCAISE

On Monday, February 27th, the
French Circle met at the home o1
Mrs. Creager. The guest of the evening was Miss Helen Armstrong, 1:
teacher of French at Victori11
School. She has spent some time in
France and is interested in all thai
is connected with it.
The evening was spent in conversation and listening to French records. Later two games were played
and the evening closed with lunch
served by the Misses Elaine Smith
and Mary McGarry.
GOOD NIGHT NERTZ

Oh! Before I tramp back to bed

I must tell you the story of the lit-

tle squirrel:
It seems that there are those who
think that the silly, acrobatic squir
rel is on a stern diet because he is
"off his nut."

Then there was Jonsey, who belonged to the Elks .... He had noth
ing beneath the antlers-really!
My! My!

GRADUATION DANCE
Committees are carefully farming
about for a suitable orchestra as
they lay the magic carpet of swing
for this year's crop of June grads.
The probable date will be June 2
Preparations beyond these are
vague.
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Have you noticed the unusual pen-1
siveness of Sally, Betty and Elsa
lately? They have been deeply engrossed in a thrilling new novelbut we don't think it deals with
History or English 48.
What's the matter with Ralph ?
He's all right-at least our captain and manager think so!
Was it church, the show, or Vch
that induced Elsa to brave the weather one Wednesday night?
There are so m any Sir Galahads
(eds, to you) running around here
now, that we don't know what to
make of the situat ion. So eager to
serve-cokes.
WANT-AD COLUMN
(Subject to change without notice.)
Lil-A new romance like the old
romance.
Elva-A Chinaman with a restaurant.
Helen-Someone to love me with
not so much competition or something.
Elaine-A nice little roadster for
Jimmy (to drive himself to the
skating rink).
Florence-A suit of armour-just
in case Harp gets rough.
AFTERNOON TEAS RESUMED
Thursday, Feb. 23, marked the
LE CERCLE FRANCAISE

Maple Lane Dairy

On Monday, February 27th, the
French Circle met at the home of
Mrs. Creager. The guest of the evening was Miss Helen Armstrong, a
teacher of French at Victoria
School. She has spent some time in
France and is interested in all that
is connected with it.
The evening was spent in conversation and listening to French records. Later two games were played
and the evening closed with lunch
served by the Misses Elaine Smith
and Mary McGarry.
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GOOD NIGHT NERTZ
Oh! Before I tramp back to bed,
I must tell you the story of the littie squirrel:
It seems that there are those who
think that the silly, acrobatic squirrei is on a stern diet because he is
"off his nut."
Then there was Jonsey, who belonged to the Elks .. . . He had nothing beneath the antlers-really!
My! My!
GR~DUATION DANCE
Committees ar: carefully farming
about for a smtable orchestra as
they lay the magic carpet of swing
for this year's crop of June grads.
The probable date will be June 2.
Preparations beyond these are
vague.
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MARKY PAYS HIS MARCH
BOARD!!!
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DR. C. E. STOLTZ
DENTIST

THIS INDENTURE
resumption of the co-eds' teas for between H. N., boarding club treas
the second semester. Mrs. Rikard urer, organized and existing unde
and Elaine Smith were the kindly the vote of said body, party of th
hostesses for the occasion, and the first part, and P. M. (Marky), part
afternoon pep-up was greatly ap- of the second part, witnesseth:
preciated by all present.
THAT the said party of the fir
part, for and in consideration o
Jean and Gertrude (the Siamese the sum of t w o saw-bucks, lawfu
twins) are planning to hold a sec- money of this Dominion of Canad
ond tea on March 2. During the paid by the said party of the secon
following weeks, social gatherings part, does hereby grant and releas
for the whole school will be spon- unto said P.M., and his heirs, ad
sored in benefit of the Invitation ministrators, and assignees foreve
G ames.
ALL that certain plates, parcel
or allotments of foods , viands, o
Speaking of teas and food, may victuals, sit uate, or to be spread
we present a little food for thought, served by waitress, and garnishe
gleaned from our fields of daily on said premises of Boarding Clu
activity.
of Waterloo College, and common!
designed as two and one-half squar
The opportunity of "saying nomeals per day for next thirty day
thing" gracefully is one of the great
table d'hote, together with th
practical values of education.-Jefdrinking water, weekly napkin
fer is.
Singing Sam music, vile governor
Being careful is a form of indus- sauce and other easements appurt
enant thereto.
try.-Evans.
AND TOGETHER WITH th
rights, privileges, and opportunitie
OPTIMISM
Life should be all mirth and fun, (as an easement additionally __ap
purtenant to meal above nominat
And no regrets when it is done.
ed) to partake, eat, somewhat en
Don't take life too seriously:
joy and be nourished upon sad (o
Even those who work and strive
rather said) victuals, and to give hi
And silently shun all gaiety,
dessert to Monk when the spir
Never get out of it alive.
All things come to the other (Monk's) moves him.
SUBJECT to the following re
fellow if you sit down and wait.
strictions, to wit: That neither th
party of the second part, nor hi:
1
heirs, executors or assignees wil
feast immoderately upon mea
(summer sausage or meat loaf) t
the confusion of the other three a
The Monthly meeting of the Ger- i his table; nor will the said P.M. o
mania was held on Monday, Feb. his friends scream immoderately a
5. It was opened by the German Dietsche if he daily insists upon
that punk Coca Cola programsong "Heidenroeslein."
The feature of the evening was Singing Sam.
AND FURTHERMORE the said
an interesting talk by Dr. N. Wesselenyi, "Ein Tausend Jahre Altes party of the first part covenants
Land." In this talk about his home- with the said party of the second
land, the speaker related the strug- part as follows: That should the
gles of Hungary throughout its said party of the second part induce
thousand-year-old
history.
Dr. cajole or procure by expeditious at
Schorten thanked the speaker for tentions, a bevy of female co-eds to
giving such a fine insight into Hun- partake their noon meal as guests
gary. Dr. Schorten then made brief of the Boarding Club of Waterloo
introductory remarks to two Ger- College, the same party of the secman recitations by Mary McGarry ond part must inform said bevy of
and Gertrude Daber.
co-eds that they are expected to
Jack Blinkhorn and Harro Pfeif-~ eat within a reasonable time (2
fer, of German I, gave good repre- hours) so that party of first part
sentations of "Der Wolf und das nar:'el~ H.N., i~ ~ot forced to reLamm." After a quiz game the mam m the dmmg room of said
meeting closed with several German Boarding Club until a bevy of
checks is presented to him in paysongs.
ment of a bevy of noon meals (comPRESIDENT OF WESTERN
monly termed dinners) by the aforeContinued from Page 1
mentioned bevy of co-eds.
of an educational curriculum, Dr.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF these
Fox said.
presents are signed:
The biggest trouble with stud(LOC. SlG.)
ents rests with the subjects they
dislike. Some of these subjects often to accept the teacher's word in this
have a valuable effect upon the respect. It has a meaning and place
students in future life, according in the development and it may give
to the speaker. He told the students something in the way of discipline.

DR. WESSELENYI
SPEAKS AT GERMANIA

I
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Phone 7
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Reinhart's Taxi
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24 Hour Service
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230 King St. E.
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ERNST'S
"Where the Good Clothe•
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Gents' Furnishings, Boots and
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Kitchener
46 King St. E.
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SEMINARY NEWS
The Cossman-Hayunga Missionary Society, meeting on Tuesday
evening, Feb. 21st, had as guest
speaker, Miss L. Livingston, student of our College.
The speaker, while attending the
World Sunday School Convention
in Norway, was one of a party visiting Palestine.
Moving pictures, personally taken
by Miss Livingston while on her
tour of the Holy Land, served as a
most interesting and educational
background for her talk.
DR. M. J. BIEBER ADDRESSES
SEMINARIANS

COLLEGE

in Germany there would be war in
Europe.
AIM OF HIGHER EDUCATION
The speaker closed his remarks
by referring to what he considered
to be the great aim in higher education, tqat is the development of
critical reading and thinking. He
advised anyone who had the opportunity to go to another university to take advantage of it, for he
would thereby get a different outlook and a vantage point of criticism.
At this meeting the Revised Constitution was presented to the Athenaeum Society and accepted. As this
Constitution had already been approved by the Faculty, it will supersede the old Constitution.

"The Christian ministry is the
greatest calling in the world." With
these inspiring words, based on his
own years of fruitful service to the
Master, Dr. M. J. Bieber of Sioux
City, Iowa, began his address to a
recent meeting of the Seminarians.
Dr. Bieber, as first pastor of St.
Mark's congregation of Kitchener,
was present in the city in order to
participate in the dedication of
their beautiful new church.
To many of us the speaker was
no stranger for he has come to us
through his interesting column in
the "Lutheran," most aptly named,
"On the Wing."
After being introduced by President Clausen, Dr. Bieber spoke of
the methods which he employed in
beginning mission congregations. As
he spoke, the students obtained a
rapid, and yet quite complete wordpicture of the growth of a church
from its earliest embryonic stage to
its final position as a recognized
congregation.
A hearty vote of thanks was tendered Dr. and Mrs. Bieber by Student J. Dauphine on behalf of the
student body.
Pastors of the Kitchener Conference attended a Pre-Lenten Retreat at St. Mark's Church. The
students of the Seminary were also
invited to be present.
DR. HINDS' ADDRESSES
Continued from Page 1

had been especially interested in
finding out the opinion which the
people held concerning their government. He disclosed the rather
startling fact that out of the many
people with whom he had spoken
he had found only four who were
thoroughly "sold" on the Hitler
regime. One man whom he met,
asked Dr. Hinds to buy him a copy
of the London Times so that he
could find out what was going on
in Germany. This man said that he
occasionally bought a copy himself
but did not wish to do so too often
because he would thereby become
a "marked man." Dr. Hinds expressed the opinion that if the present government remained in power

PURISTS ARE PESTSEditor's comment:
This article is an expected "hit
in the head," following up on last
month's "Purism in Photography"
written by the Editor. The same,
Mr. Veitch, would like to ask the
Editor of U. of Alberta's "Gateway"
whether their "Veitch" is any relation to him. He might be checked
up with the following data:
1. First name Harris, William or
James.
2. Last name symbolized frequently by, Vch.
If he should so happen to be a
relative, the Editor would like to
correspond with him.

CORD

And then, composition is not the
only consideration in the finished
product, for the subject is also
mighty important. Now let us suppose it is a fine spring day (maybe
we have been able to evade a lecture or two and this makes it even
finer) and off we go to Nature's
Playground with our "Old Faithful"
slung over our shoulder. Suddenly we see before us-let us say-a
groundhog. There he is, sitting up
on his haunches, just waiting to be
"shot." But woe is us, for between
the camera and the groundhog is a
most decrepit-looking patch of
ground. Are you a Pictorialist? If
you are, you w11l click the camera
and by sundry methods eliminate
the unnecessary foreground during
the processing of the film. But, if
you are a Purist, you will (according to Harris) most resolutely refuse to sully your film with Mr.
Groundhog in these ugly surroundings. Rather, you will go home and
try again another day. Who knows,
perhaps on the next day you will be
able to get the picture of a BEAH.
Of course, this will probably be shot
from some elevation (say, for example, the top of some tree). Su::h
an attitude is both ridiculous and
against the very laws of reason.
Yes, there is as much art in retouching and finishing the film as
there is in the taking of it. Our
friend the Purist finds photography
so simple that in one single, sweeping operation he presumes to be able
to compose the picture; set his shutter; arrange his lens stop; find his
range; plan his sun-angle; and finally, place the subject in an ideal
location. Next thing we know we'll
be hearing of some Purist inventing
a camera that develops and prints
the picture as he snaps it.

even by a genuine dyed-in-the-wool
Purist-if any such creature exists.
Have you ever seen a piece of
emulsion hung in a salon of photo·
graphy? Until you do, my friend,
please remember that the PRINT is
what counts, not whether the nega.
tive has remained unsullied by a
retouching pencil or has achieved
that degree of "purity" which can
be as wide in range as the difference
between a Leica and a 2A Brownie
Homer Berner.
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ECONOMICS STUDENT
Continued from Page 1

party policies in order to hold their
positions in parliament.
We Canadians are not interested
in the welfare of the parties in the
government, but we are interested
in the definite solution of our problems. Because of that we put a
trust in our parliamentary representatives. Failing in this, their duty,
we have the rigr1t to oust them from
their position in the government.
It may be said that the quality of
democracy can not be much higher
than the quality of its citizens.
Therefore if democracy is to continue, we need an enlightened, conscious, and informed public. Mr.
McCullagh
is endeavouring to
awaken in Canadians a new spirit
of public consciousness to see if we
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Chocolates
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A. G. HAEHNEL
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CRACKED WHEAT and
After the somewhat malicious atHEALTH BREAD
tack on the art of pictorialism in
Also Pastry and Buns- Waterloo
photography by my camera pal, Mr.
Harris Veitch, I feel called upon to
-as the saying goes-take him
down a peg or three.
SHOE REPAIR
But first, let me say that I think
Phone 941 - for Free Delivery
every young person should have
64 King St. South
super-speedy camera
No, my
a hobby of some kind or other. It
need not be photography, but it pardner, it just can't be done-not Opp. Waterloo Manufacturing Co.
should be something that is entirely
unrelated to the individual's everyday occupation. It is surprising
"Affiliate yourself with Waterloo Tradition"
how many friendships can be moulded by this mutual tie of a common
interest.
Now, let us consider Harris' "Insinuations." First, he accuses picAffiliated Since 1925 With
torialists (and I presume he means
University of Western Ontario
me also) of being too stuffy and
formal. Well, perhaps we are inclined toward some formalism and
OFFERS
fixed rules. However, how else can
we judge our pictures and our
The General Arts Course
thoughts concerning this art unless
earning the Pass B.A. Degree
we do so by comparison according
and
to certain set standards. The Purist
may be a "free lance" in thought
Honour Course earning the
and composition, but in actuality
Honour B.A. and Specialists'
he must have some basis for evaluStanding
taing his results-namely, the Picture. To my mind this is one of
the greatest weaknesses of the modA good education at the most nominal financial cost
ern trend called Purism. You see,
we can't just compose a picture and
For Calendar and other information address the Registrar
leave it at that, but we must also
be able to justify our exhibit before
the eyes of any critic who forms
Theological Courses For Divinity Students
an opinion of it.
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party policies in order to hold their
positions in parliament.
We Canadians are not interested
in the welfare of the parties in the
government, but we are interested
in the definite solution of our problems. Because of that we put a
trust in our parliamentary representatives. Failing in this, their duty,
we have the rignt to oust them from
their position in the government.
It may be said that the quality of
democracy can not be much higher
than the quality of its citizens.
Therefore if democracy is to continue, we need an enlightened, conscious, and informed public. Mr.
McCullagh is endeavouring to
awaken in Canadians a new spirit
of public consciousness to see if we
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The General Arts Course
earning the Pass B.A. Degree

I believe in the stuff I am handing out.
in the finn I am working for, and in my
ability to get results. I believe that honest
stuff can be passed out to honest men by
honest methods. I believe in working, not
weeping; in boosting, not knocking; and in
the pleasure of my job. I believe that a man
gets what he goes after, that one deed done
toda:v is worth two deeds tomorrow, and that
no man is down and out until he has lost
faith in himself. I believe in today and the
work I am doing; in tomorrow and the work
I hope to do, and in the sure reward which
the future holds.
I believe in courtesy, in kindness, in
~enerosity., in good-cheer, in friendship and
in honest competition. I believe there is something doing, somewhere for every man ready
to do it. I believe I'm ready- Right Now!

and
Honour Course earning the
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formation address the Registrar
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as fellow-citizens can by vigilant
co-operation bring about a better
and less costly system of government, with resulting benefits to the
great mass of Canadian people.
The people of Canada today are
beginning to realize the immensity
of our problems as a nation. When
people are satisfied they are content to leave matters as they stand,
but when their needs are not met
they become dissatisfied and demand
that something be done
whereby they may live a full,
wholesome life-the worthy heritage of a modern civilized people.
It is a well-conceded fact that
Canada is over-governed. Great Britain with her forty-five million people has one central government supplemented by county, borough, and
municipal bodies for local affairs,
while Canada with her eleven mil-
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lion people has ten parliaments,
four thousand municipalities and
some twenty-three thousand boards
of education. In Ontario alone we
have a cabinet of fourteen members
headed by a prime minister. They
constitute the executive body. In
addition there is a legislature of
eighty-five or ninety members who
have very little to do. Would it,
then, not be possible to abolish the
legislature in our provincial governments?
The British North America Act
restricted provincial authority and
gave the Dominion all remaining
jurisdiction. From 1883 up to the
present time Judicial Committees
of the Privy Council have been
"Provincial Rights" champions giving the provinces more additional
powers than the Dominion. In fact
today there is so much duplication
and overlapping, conflict and confusion, that it is difficult to tell
where the powers of one government end and that of the others begin.
What we need today is national
unity coupled with a strong federal
government. Would it not be wise
for the two leading parties of the
Federal House to form a coalition
government, and to revise the
constitution of Canada, giving the
Federal Parliament much greater
power than the Provincial Parliaments, and wiping out all duplication of powers between the Provinces and the Dominion? In this revision there could well be a reduction in the number of constituencies in both the federal and provincial governments as well as an amalgamation of the Maritimes into
one province, and the three central
Western Provinces into a single
province. Furthermore a new constitution for Canada should be flexible because no body of men is able
to lay down a body of legal doctrine that is good for all time.
Looking towards the future, democracy will become more socialized. That is, it will be based upon
the principles of social justice and
the common welfare of mankind. In
the light of a unified, nationalized
country there will be more collective than individual action. All industries - manufacturing, agriculture, lumbering, fishing, mining,
etc.-should co-operate in some degree, since the prosperity of a certain industry is dependent to a
large extent upon the prosperity of
all the others. Farmers would benefit a great deal by establishing cooperative systems. Likewise employers and labourers should cooperate to produce goods in the
most efficient way. Isolation is a
thing of the past since under our
present system of exchange economy very few individuals can be
self-sufficing. Under a co-operative
system stressing, as it does, the importance of human welfare, minority rights will not be neglected.
Since the administration of the
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affairs of the country is becoming
more complex, we need seasoned
experts directing our government.
These men with a long tenure of
of office would be required to administer a
uniform legislative
policy, scientifically planned to promote the general good of all classes
of Canadians. A government with
experts in authority, each anxious
to govern as best he can, and subject to the final authority of the
people, is surely a democratic ideal
worthy of attainment.
R. TEGLER.

W. H. E. Schmalz
ARCHITECT
129 King Street West
KITCHENER
Phone 1904
MEMBER
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Practical Experience
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& Savings Company
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At Graduation

Time
The Exchange of Photographs
With Classmates Keeps SchoolDay Friendships For All Time.

The Binning Studio
DUNKER BUILDING
Phone 3277
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A HANDY GUIDE-

THE SPORTS PARADE
The sports parade for this issue
i.s a procession of wins and losses
.for Waterloo College in games with
rival educational institutions.
The girls' basketeers displayed
their winning ways on Feb. 9• defeating Brescia Hall by a score of
20-15. The game was played at Central Collegiate in London. Elaine
Smith scored six field goals for 12
points, and Claire Pope and Elsa
Christiansen divided the remaining

CORD
Continued from Page 1

the executives of our various College Societies, the editor has very
thoughtfully compiled a list of their
names, addresses, and telephone
numbers.
The societies with their officers
are as follows:
ATHENAEUM
Faculty Adviser-Rev. James Rickard, 25 King N., Waterloo. Phone
33J.
President-Jack Harper, 16 Young
St., Waterloo. Phone 917.
Vice-President-Beverley Pugh, 13
Frederick St., Waterloo. Phone
978J.
Sec'y-Treasurer-Jean
Kellerman,
24 Cedar St. W., Waterloo. Phone
529.
GERMANIA
Honorary President-Dr. Schorten
180 Albert St., Waterloo. Phone
1015.
President-llse Aksim, 32 Bricker
Ave., Waterloo.
Vice-President-Jean Kellerman.
Secretary-Henry Nuhn, Waterloo
College. Phone 614.
FRENCH CIRCLE
Honorary
President - Professor
Twietmeyer, 12 Frederick St., Waterloo. Phone 50M.
President-Elaine Smith, 155 Union
Blvd. Phone 4386.
Vice-President-Mary McGarry, 65
Hohner Ave., Phone 3532M.
Secretary- Jack Blinkhorn, 100
Pandora Ave., Kitchener. Phone
2896.
COSMAN-HAYUNGA
Honorary President-Rev. H. S
Creager, Waterloo College.
President-Earl Treusch, 118 Pandora Ave., Kitchener. Phone 1564
Vice-President-Emil Dietsche, Waterloo College. Phone 416.
Secretary-Elsa Christiansen, 83
Snider St., Waterloo. Phone 227W
Treasurer-A. Conrad, Waterloo
College. Phone 416.

' second half, the visitors rallied to
outscore Western 13-8. With only a
few seconds to go, Elsa Christiansen was about to shoot, from an
easy angle, what would have been
the tying basket, when she was
fouled by an opposing guard. The
final gong sounded with Western
ahead 17-15. The game was rough,
and the referee was singularly incompetent. Waterloo took two of the
three badminton matches.
eight points between them. Waterloo GIRLS WON 16 of 18 BADMINTON
College also won two of the three
Though the girls lost, they are to
badminton matches. Elaine Smith be congratulated for winning 16 of
won her singles game, and combin- their 18 badminton matches, and
ed with Marg. Fletch to win the for their steady improvement in
doubles.
basketball. The final standing of the
WATERLOO VS. ALMA
teams was as follows: Western, 22
On Feb. 14, the Waterloo College points; Brescia, 20 points; Waterteam lost a close game to Alina Col- loo, 14 points; Alma, 11 points. Had
lege, 9-8. Elaine Smith scored five Waterloo won its last basketball
points, and Elsa Christiansen ac- game, it would have finished on top.
BOYS
counted for the other three on foul
shots. The girls atoned· for this deThe boys' basketball team still
feat by taking all three badminton does not know whether it defeated
matches by decisive margins.
Western Meds last Thursday in
London. The official score was 32-30,
WATERLOO AT LONDON
Two days later, the Waterloo girls in favor of the Meds, but the Waterwound up the schedule with a bas- loo players claim that a foul shot
ketball loss to Western, at the Lon- by Tailby and a field goal by Harper
don Tech gymnasium. A win would were scored while the scorer's view
have clinched the group champion- was blocked, so that three Waterloo
ship for Waterloo. At half-time, the points were not counted.
At any rate, the game was close
home team was leading 9-2. In the
all the way. Tight defensive tactics
of both teams prevented their opFor Good Value in Men's Clothes
ponents from working the ball in
come to
close to the basket. The result was
Geo. Hoelscher
that very many long shots were
tried. Freddy Neudoerffer sank a
65 King St. East Kitchener
perfect shot from the centre of the
Entraace Behind Loblaw's
Window
floor; the ball went through without
touching the hoop.
Jack Harper led the scoring with
10 points. One of his baskets was a
spectacular fly from a very difficult
angle. Close behind him in an of217 - PHONES - 2463
fensive way were Tailby, Baetz and
DELERIUM TREMENS
"OUR COAL
Neudoerffer, each with six points.
MAKES WARM FRIENDS"
Conrad and Spohn divided the re- Sports.-We've got a column and a
maining four points between them.
third,
Third, third, third, third.
BADMINTON
WhatFRANK'S

I

KITCHENER
COAL COMPANY

Jewellery Store and
Optical Parlor
Eyes Examined Waterloo

Glasses Fitted
Phone 58

Hotel Waterloo
Corner King and Erb Streets
WATERLOO, Ont.

Buddell' s Garage
PACKARD, HUDSON and
TERRAPLANE Distributors
for Waterloo County
71 King St. N.
Phone 380
WATERLOO

The Athletic Directorate doesn't
mind when students are ordinarily
rough with college badminton raequets, but it hopes that students will
refrain from jumping on them
when they lose a match! Vch was
kind enough to repair, gratis, three
school bats. Please think kindly of
them when you play!

An oversized coffee mug,
Lined, lined, lined.

VOLLEYBALL WAR
- --··We expect that the age-old volley-ball war will be continued between the professors and students!
We believe the professors won last
year; however, this term must decide a new winner for the coveted
prize - an oversized coffee mug leather lined! We the students challenge the professors of Waterloo
College!

Taxes rise, rise, rise,
Wages fall, fall, fall,
People starve, starve, starve,
Corruption rife, rife, rife!

Manion disposes, King proposes,
Poses, poses, poses, poses;
You and I, out of work One in an hundred thousand,
Th~usand. thousand,
One in an hundred thousand,
Thousand, thousand!

Chaos, chaos,
Turn and tumble,
Boil and bubble,
Chaos, chaos, chaos, chaos!
Toil and trouble,
Trouble, trouble.
Theta.

WEICHEL'S
The

Big

Hardware
Waterloo

Phone 215

1935 COMMITTE
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Burtol Cleaners
Macintosh Bros.
130 Wilmot St. - Kitchener
Phone 3738
"Keep it New with
Burtol Cleaning"

WESTSIDE DAIRY
HIGH TEST
DAIRY PRODUCTS
Phone 2525

385 Park St.

KITCHENER

ANNOUNCING

E. J. Dunbrook
Manufacturer's Agent and Jobber

SHOES
Room 603 (Sixth Floor)
Mayfair Hotel, Kitchener
HARRY A.

ARNOLD

JANSEN
OPTOMETRISTS
Kitchener
10 Frederick St.
See Jansen TodaySee Better Tomorrow.

The William Hogg
Coal Co. Ltd.
Established Over 4(1 Ytars

KITCHENER - WATERLOO
GALT

THE

WATERLOO
MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
-

Established 1863 -

Head Office -

Waterloo, Ont.

ASSETS OVER
$1,800,000.00
INSURANCE IN FORCE
$85,000,000.00
W. G. WEICHEL F. H. MOSER
President Managing Director
J. A. FISCHER, Secretary

At the l ast meeting of Germania
a varied and pleasing program was
presented. Miss Laura Louise Livingston gave a piano recital of
works by Chopin and Brahms. Following this Miss Helen Nairn sang
the beautiful "Cradle Song" of
Schubert. Miss Elsa Christiansen
gave a German recitation. The evening was pleasantly rounded out
with a names contest and the singing of old German songs.
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